. Correlation between major CAD-score variants and other scores on RNA puzzles and the randstr decoy set data One of the models (A) represents a fairly accurate prediction, while the other two (B, C) represent poor predictions. In one of the poor models (B) incorrect base pairs are largely confined to two regions, while in the second one (C) the errors are dispersed throughout the structure. Although overall both models are of comparable poor quality, RMSD values give a misleading impression that one (C) is significantly more accurate than the other (B). Figure S4 . Relationship between CAD-score and the other three scores on the randstr decoy set. CAD A-A -score (left) and CAD S-S -score (right) are correlated with INF (A), DI (B) and RMSD (C). Pearson's correlation coefficients and Spearman's rank correlation coefficients are indicated for each plot. Higher color intensity reflects higher density of points.
